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Abstract
Enterprise systems are growing in complexity, and the adoption of cloud and mobile services has greatly
increased the attack surface. To proactively address these security issues in enterprise systems, a threat
modeling language for enterprise systems called enterpriseLang was proposed. It is a domain-specific
language (DSL) designed using the Meta Attack Language (MAL) framework and focuses on describing
system assets, attack steps, defenses, and asset associations. The threat models can serve as input for
attack simulations to analyze the behavior of attackers within the system. However, whether and to
what extent the functionality of these threat modeling languages is achieved has not been addressed. To
ensure the correct functionality of threat modeling languages, this paper proposes a method to assess
the quality of such languages and illustrates its application using enterpriseLang.
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1. Introduction

Enterprise systems are growing in complexity and are becoming more and more connected.
Such connected systems can increase flexibility and productivity while also introducing security
threats. Recent years saw some of the largest, most sophisticated, and most severe cyber
attacks, such as the SolarWinds attack1 and the Florida water supply attack2, and the Facebook
information leak3, which affected millions of consumers and thousands of businesses.
To proactively deal with these security issues, threat modeling [1, 2] is one approach that

includes identifying the main assets within a system and threats to these assets. The approach
can be used to both assess the current state of a system and as a security-by-design tool for
developing secure systems and software. These threat models can serve as input for attack
simulations, which are used to analyze the behavior of attackers within the system [3], and
provide probabilistic security evaluations [4]. Based on such objective evaluations, security
controls can be prioritized and implemented to counter anticipated threats.
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Previously, a domain-specific language (DSL) called enterpriseLang [5] was designed. It
is based on the Meta Attack Language (MAL) framework [4], which allows for analyzing
weaknesses related to known attack techniques and providing mitigation suggestions for these
attacks. Therefore, stakeholders of an enterprise can assess threats to their enterprise IT
environment and analyze what security settings could be implemented to secure the system
more effectively.
However, designing a MAL-based DSL is like any other complex task that is sometimes

error-prone and usually time-consuming, especially if the language shall be of high-quality
and comfortably usable [6]. To ensure the quality and usability of threat modeling languages,
established DSL design guidelines can be applied to assist in language development [6], and
automated tests based on threat models can be designed to check if the designed language
behaves as expected [3]. In this paper, we propose a method to assess the quality of MAL-based
DSLs exemplified with enterpriseLang. First, we compare a set of DSL design guidelines to the
development of enterpriseLang as a qualitative assessment. Then, we calculate the test coverage
of enterpriseLang to estimate how much of the assets, attack steps, edges, and defenses are
covered by existing test cases.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 and Section 3, we address

the related work and the background. Our proposed method is presented in Section 4. In
Section 5, we address the qualitative assessment of enterpriseLang, and in Section 6, we address
the quantitative assessment. Our work is discussed in Section 7 and concluded in Section 8.

2. Related Work

Our work relates to the evaluation of DSLs, which has been addressed previously in qualitative
and quantitative manner. Rodrigues et al. [7] conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) on
the usability evaluation of DSLs, where the techniques identified include software engineering
evaluation methods e.g., case studies [8] and experiential studies [9], and usability evaluation
methods such as usability tests [8] and heuristic evaluations [10]. Venable et al. [11] proposed
an extended design science research (DSR) evaluation framework for assessment of design
artifacts, such as DSLs, and pointed out some methods that can be used for evaluation, including
observational, analytical, experimental, and testing methods [12]. Haugen et al. [13] presented
a structured questionnaire based on three dimensions of a DSL, including expressiveness,
transparency, and formalization.
There are also a number of empirical evaluations of model-based threat analysis approaches.

For example, to empirically validate the STRIDE framework, Scandariato et al. [14] performed
a descriptive study to determine the completeness of the security analysis results. Similarly,
Wuyts et al. [15] presented empirical studies to evaluate a privacy threat analysis methodology
called LINDDUN.
Some modeling and simulation languages and related approaches have addressed the eval-

uation and validation explicitly. For example, coreLang [16] was developed as a simulation
language for general IT domains. It was evaluated through tests, a series of brainstorming
sessions with domain modelers, and with known cyber attack scenarios. powerLang [17] was
proposed as a probabilistic attack simulation language for the power domain and was validated
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using a known cyber attack. vehicleLang [18] was designed to model vehicle IT infrastructure,
and it was evaluated by performing an SLR to identify possible attacks against vehicles, which
then served as a blueprint for test cases. pwnPr3d [19] was proposed as a threat modeling
approach for automatic attack graph generation based on network modeling and addressed
its validation by thorough experimentation of real-life systems (e.g., in-depth modeling of the
UNIX operating system). CySeMoL [20] was proposed as a cyber security modeling language for
enterprise-level system architectures and was validated through a test comparing the CySeMoL
assessments with the assessments of security professionals.

3. Background

3.1. Introduction to MAL

MAL is a language framework that serves as a basis to develop DSLs for modeling systems,
threats, and attacks in different domains, and generates attack graphs from the models [4]. Such
a language defines what information is required and specifies the generic attack logic about the
domain studied.
To create a MAL-based language, the first thing is to identify all relevant assets and their

associations within a particular domain. Each asset contains multiple attack steps, representing
real threats. A compromised attack step can lead to (represented by –>) a next attack step,
where each attack step is either of type OR (represented by |) or AND (represented by &). OR
indicates that an attacker can work on this attack step as soon as one of its parent attack steps is
compromised, while AND indicates that all its parent attack steps must be compromised for an
attacker to reach this step. An asset may also feature defenses (represented by #). The sum of
attack paths is the attack/defense graph used for the attack simulation. Also, assets can inherit
from each other, which means that an inherited asset inherits all attack steps and defenses of its
parent asset (unless explicitly stated otherwise).

3.2. A MAL-based Language for Enterprise Systems

Based on the MAL framework, enterpriseLang [5] was designed for modeling attacks on enter-
prise IT systems. The enterpriseLang metamodel visualizing its assets and associations can be
found in Figure 1. In total, enterpriseLang contains 22 assets, including 12 main assets and 10
inherited assets, which represent the fundamental components in enterprise systems.
The attack steps and defenses for each asset were extracted from the MITRE Enterprise

ATT&CK Matrix4. The links between attack steps and defenses reflect possible transitions of an
attacker among different assets. By using available tools (i.e., securiCAD [22]), enterpriseLang
enables attack simulations on its system model instances, and the simulation results can be
used to assess the current state of a system (e.g., the most vulnerable asset within the system)
and foster a higher degree of resilience against cyber attacks by simulating the impact of new
defenses and architectural changes.

4https://attack.mitre.org/
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Figure 1: The enterpriseLang metamodel containing assets and associations [5, 21].

To evaluate enterpriseLang, test cases are developed to check if the attack simulations
executed by enterpriseLang behave as expected, and attacks and potential defenses are modeled
accurately.

4. Research Method

enterpriseLang was developed according to the DSR guidelines of Peffers et al. [23]. To ensure
the correct functionality of enterpriseLang and foster better quality, we investigate if the
language development process follows the established DSL design guidelines as a qualitative
assessment. The evaluation process of enterpriseLang corresponds to the fifth step of the overall
design process [23]. According to Peffers et al. [23], the evaluation step involves observing
and measuring how successfully an artifact is created as a solution for the identified problem.
Five methods can be used to evaluate the designed artifacts, namely, observations, analysis,
experiments, tests, and descriptions [12].
To evaluate if a design artifact can achieve DSR goals and objectives, the evaluation process

can be divided into two dimensions: 1) the functional purpose of the evaluation, and 2) the
paradigm of the evaluation study [24]. The first dimension refers to why to evaluate, where the
functional purpose of formative evaluations is to help improve the outcomes of the process, and
the functional purpose of summative evaluations is to judge to what degree the outcomes match
expectations. The second dimension refers to how to evaluate, where the artificial evaluation
includes laboratory experiments, simulations, mathematical proofs, and naturalistic evaluation
methods including case studies, field studies, and surveys.
To address these dimensions, we apply guidelines collected for developing DSLs [25] ad-

dressing the different stages of action design research (ADR) [26], as shown in Figure 2. The
guidelines were systematically collected and structured based on an ongoing work [25], which
are established DSL design guidelines and can describe the best practices for designing DSLs of
high quality. For analytical evaluation of enterpriseLang and focusing on static analysis, we
propose to compare its development process to the aforementioned set of DSL guidelines as a
qualitative assessment. To ensure the correct functionality of the attack simulations produced
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Figure 2: DSL guidelines adapted to evaluate MAL-based DSLs [25].

Table 1
Addressed Guidelines in enterpriseLang

ADR stage Addressed in enterpriseLang

Stage 1 G-1.1; G-1.3
Stage 2 G-2.1; G-2.15; G-2.16
Stage 3 -
Stage 4 G-4.2

by enterpriseLang, we propose to use a structured testing method as a quantitative assessment
(developing enterpriseLang is similar to developing source code). Specifically, we calculate the
test coverage of enterpriseLang using the method proposed by Hersén et al. [3]. The calculated
test coverage percentage reflects what parts of the language that have not been fully tested yet
and thus may function wrongly, and the results would indicate if more test cases are needed.

5. Qualitative Assessment

In this section, we related the DSL guidelines presented in Figure 2 to the development of
enterpriseLang as a qualitative assessment, and the result is shown in Table 1.

Stage 1 – Problem Formulation Regarding Stage 1, enterpriseLang was developed to assess
the security level of enterprise systems and support analysis of the security settings that can be
implemented to secure the system effectively (G-1.1). The problem that enterpriseLang tries to
solve can be categorized as a problem-specific type (G-1.3).

Stage 2 – Building, Intervention, and Evaluation Regarding Stage 2, enterpriseLang was
designed based on the MITRE ATT&CK Matrix and tried to cover all the adversary techniques
and mitigations contained within the matrix (G-2.1), while it was not further detailed for a
specific enterprise system. Therefore, it adopts existing domain terms from the MITRE ATT&CK
Matrix for enterprise systems (G-2.16), and there was no direct stakeholder involvement. Finally,
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regarding the evaluation of enterpriseLang, both unit tests and integration tests (G-2.15) were
used to ensure the correct functionality of the language and demonstrated by two real-world
attack cyber attacks.

Stage 3 – Reflection and Learning Because there were no activities conducted between the
language developers and stakeholders and no learning activities, Stage 3 has not been addressed
in the development of enterpriseLang.
Stage 4 – Formalization of Learning Regarding Stage 4, enterpriseLang was designed

following the DSR guidelines (G-4.2) with the following steps: 1) Identify Problem & Moti-
vate, 2) Define Objectives, 3) Design & Development, 4) Demonstration 5) Evaluation, and 6)
Communication.
To reflect on the development process of enterpriseLang, there is an opportunity for im-

provement, where the guidelines that are not fulfilled by enterpriseLang should be further
investigated. Especially, stakeholders should be involved during the development process of
enterpriseLang, which could help to increase the usability of enterpriseLang and the actual
application of security measures for stakeholders.

6. Quantitative Assessment

To validate enterpriseLang, test cases were designed to check its desired behavior. The tests
confirm that the attack simulations run by enterpriseLang behave as expected and that attacks
and potential mitigations are modeled accurately. However, to what degree these test cases
cover the completeness of the language has not been evaluated.
Hence, we apply the test coverage method proposed by Hersén et al. [3], where common

structural software testing methods were transferred to work with threat models and the
generated simulation data. The statement coverage, branch coverage, and interface-based input
domain modeling in source code testing [27] were transferred to attack step coverage, edge
coverage, and defense coverage. A metric for asset coverage was also proposed for computing
the percentage of compromised assets during an attack simulation [3].
The attack step coverage refers to the percentage of the compromised attack steps covered in

an attack simulation. The asset coverage refers to the percentage of compromised assets during
an attack simulation, where full asset coverage represents that all the attack steps related to
the asset are compromised, and partial asset coverage considers that at least one attack step
related to the asset is compromised. Moreover, the edge coverage refers to the ratio between
the compromised edges (linking either attack steps to each other or a defense to an attack step)
and the number of edges in the modeled system. To calculate the defense coverage, enabling
and disabling defenses may result in different outcomes in multiple executions of an attack
simulation, where the preconditions of the attacker do not change, and also influence the result
whether certain attack steps or edges are compromised.
For the attack scenario presented in Figure 3, given that the attacker has initial access to

phishing and all defenses (i.e., exploitationForClientExecution and userTraining) are disabled, four
attack steps (phishing, spearphishingLink, userExecution, exploitationForClientExecution) and
the three edges between them are compromised; when all the defenses are enabled, only the
attack steps phishing and spearphishingLink can be reached, and only the edge between them
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Figure 3: Graphical representation of the threat model used for the example coverage calculations.

Table 2
Attack Step Coverage

Defense enabled Defense disabled ∪
Compromised attack steps 2 4 4
Number of attack steps 4 4 4
Attack step coverage 50% 100% 100%

Table 3
Edge Coverage

Defense enabled Defense disabled ∪
Compromised edges 1 3 3
Number of edges 5 5 5
Edge coverage 20% 60% 60%

Table 4
Asset Coverage

Defense enabled Defense disabled ∪
Compromised asset (partial) 1 3 3
Compromised asset (full) 1 1 1
Number of assets 3 3 3
Partial asset coverage 33.3% 100% 100%
Full asset coverage 33.3% 33.3% 33.3%

is compromised. In this scenario, the attack step coverage is 100% (see Table 2) and the edge
coverage is 60% (see Table 3). Moreover, the overall partial asset coverage is 100%, and the full
asset coverage is 33.3% (see Table 4). Moreover, the defense coverage is 50% because only the
cases that both of the two defenses are enabled and disabled at the same time are considered.
So far, the test coverage result of enterpriseLang is shown in Table 5. The defense coverage is

approximately zero, because the created test cases only considered the case that all the defense
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Table 5
Test Coverage of enterpriseLang

Partial asset coverage 94.7%
Full asset coverage 10.5%
Attack step coverage 44.4%
Edge coverage 64.2%
Defense coverage ≈ 0%

values are false and tried to form longer attack paths. However, simply running simulations by
enabling and disabling each defense may produce misleading results [3]. Therefore, different
defenses should be enabled to investigate how the opportunities of an attack to be successful
change according to the presence of certain defenses.

7. Discussion

Based on the qualitative assessment result, the guidelines not fulfilled by enterpriseLang can
guide us with its future improvements. For example, G-2.9 is not fulfilled because enterpriseLang
was not designed based on an existing DSL. A possible way to follow this guideline would be to
redesign enterpriseLang so that it embeds an existing language, for example, coreLang [16],
which contains the most common IT entities and attack steps. We would thus solely implement
specific capabilities for enterprise systems that are not covered by coreLang. In addition, based
on the quantitative assessment result, more test cases should be created for the missing parts
reflected by the test coverage value. For example, the Router asset was covered by any test
case, because in enterpriseLang there is no attack step contained in this asset. Therefore, future
work includes exploring enterprise system-related attacks to enrich enterpriseLang.
In addition, our method should not be used in isolation, as we solely cover structural aspects

similar to white box testing. Consequently, we are only able to identify design flaws from the
developer’s point of view. This leads to the fact that the users’ perspective is not reflected and,
thus, missing functionality cannot be discovered. To overcome this, we previously facilitated
real-world attacks [5] to ensure that those can be modeled and simulated with enterpriseLang.
Moreover, consulting experts and conducting surveys (e.g., [25]) could also be done in the future
to further validate the applicability.
The proposed method could also be generalized and used for evaluating other MAL-based

DSLs because they have the same need for evaluating the effectiveness of their languages [28],
and further research is needed to generalize our proposal or to confirm that it works as is.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an approach to assess the quality of threat modeling languages
and illustrate its application on enterpriseLang, to see if its development process follows the
principles of good language design, and whether to what extent enterpriseLang functions
as expected. The qualitative assessment result could foster better quality of enterpriseLang
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by fulfilling the missing DSL design guidelines, such as stakeholder involvement. Moreover,
through creating more test cases and achieving higher test coverage, the correct functionality
of enterpriseLang can be ensured.
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